
A TAILER-MADE CHATGPT 
FOR YOUR COMPANY

CUSTOMIZED, SUMMARIZED & PERSONALIZED ANSWERS – WITH GPT
Companies possess thousands of documents that contain valuable and significant 
information for both customers and internal employees. However, analyzing these 
documents to extract the relevant information can be challenging and time-consuming, 
particularly during live conversations with customers, such as sales pitches or support cases.

Introducing DIGITALL, a customized GPT solution
We harness the cutting-edge technology of Azure OpenAI to scan and extract pertinent 
information from thousands of documents, allowing you to receive precise, written responses 
for customer inquiries or internal requests.

Leveraging Azure OpenAI, NLP (Natural Language Processing), and a reading 
comprehension model, we provide a comprehensive solution.

https://digitall.com/


YOUR BENEFITS
Time-saving
The DIGITALL tailor-made GPT swiftly scans and analyzes thousands of complex
documents, extracting relevant information within seconds.
Maintenance-free
There is no need to maintain an ever-changing library of important topics, FAQs, or other
crucial information. The DIGITALL tailor-made GPT is a generic solution capable of
answering any question as long as the relevant information is found in the source
documents.
User-friendly
Users do not require expertise to utilize the DIGITALL tailor-made GPT. The combination of
Azure OpenAI and ChatGPT provides answers in full text, which can be promptly shared.
Scalability
Our solution is entirely cloud-based and leverages ChatBot, ChatGPT, and OpenAI
technologies.

HOW DOES IT WORK
Your employees or customers can input any question through the "GPT" portal or directly
via the chatbot, which can be easily integrated into your Microsoft ecosystem such as
Dynamics365, Teams or Power Pages .

The question, along
with the identified
paragraphs and a
corresponding
instruction, is sent to
your personalized GPT.
This GPT digests all the
documents and
information you have
provided to deliver the
correct answer to the
customer or employee,
relying on an advanced
and comprehensive
reading model.

Our solution efficiently finds the desired information from thousands of documents,
performs an analysis, and generates a written response that can be utilized, shared, or
further processed.

https://digitall.com/


ABOUT DIGITALL
We are DIGITALL – a digital leader born from two technology and business driven consulting 
companies with more than 20 years of success and experiences on the global market. By 
joining forces, we deliver the next generation Digital Transformation & Digital Cloud 
Experience to enterprises.

We digitalize and protect customers, employees and data. Our customers rely on us to 
transform their core business processes in a secure way in the digital world.

And we achieve this by leveraging best-in-class partner technologies and own innovative 
solutions, implemented by experienced teams. In this way, we empower our customers to be 
among the leaders in their industry and scale globally.

CONTACT OUR TEAM

MARIO PUFAHL

Chief Sales Office

FABRICE BERREZ

VP Data & AI

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariopufahl/
mailto:mario.pufahl@digitall.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fabriceberrez/
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https://www.facebook.com/DIGITALLgmbh
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https://www.xing.com/pages/digitall-nature-gmbh
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